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Relationship between body habitus and image quality and radiation dose in chest x-ray
examinations: A phantom study
Purpose: To evaluate the influence of being overweight on image quality (IQ), radiation dose and
acquisition parameters when undertaking adult chest x-ray (CXR) examinations using routine
acquisition protocols.
Methods: The Lungman chest phantom, with and without chest plates, was used to simulate the
chest region for larger size and average adult patients, respectively. Radiographic acquisitions
were conducted using 17 x-ray machines located in eight hospitals using their routine clinical
protocols. IQ was assessed using relative visual grading analysis (VGA) and 2 alternative forced
choice (2AFC) by six observers. Incident air kerma (IAK) was measured using a solid-state
dosimeter.
Results: IQ mean (range) scores between the hospitals were 16.2 (12.0 to 21.3) with a 56.0%
difference and 20.9 (14.1 to 23.6) with a 50.2% difference for the standard and larger size
phantoms, respectively. IAK mean (range) scores 63µGy (19 to 136µGy) with a 150% difference
and 159 µGy (27 to 384µGy) with a 173% difference for the standard and larger size phantoms,
respectively. The chest plates had a significant negative impact on IQ (P=0.001) and lead to an
increased in IAK by approximately 50%.
Conclusion: Visual measures of IQ and IAK showed large differences between hospitals for
standard and larger phantom sizes; differences within the hospitals was lower. Overall, Lungman
with chest plates was found to degrade IQ and increase radiation dose by a factor of two. Further
optimisation is required especially for the larger sized patient’s imaging protocols for all eight
hospitals.
Keywords:
Image quality, radiation dose, dose optimisation, adult chest radiography, obesity, overweight.
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1. Introduction
The number of overweight and obese people have increased rapidly over recent years in European
Union (EU) countries. In 2014, it was reported that around 51.6% of the EU’s residents were
overweight [1]. Obesity is classified as a global epidemic according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) [2] and it increases the hazard of developing diseases which can result in
more medical procedures, including x-ray imaging. In comparison to standard weight people,
obese people have larger radiation doses for the same examinations [3].
In radiography, practical difficulties often arise with imaging overweight and obese patients and
there is an associated increase in radiation dose and image quality (IQ) reduction [4]. Problems
can include additional x-ray beam attenuation, increased scatter radiation and longer exposure
times which can result in motion artefacts [4–6]. X-ray images from patients with large body
habitus are often of lower IQ and practitioners need research evidence regarding adjustments to
both pre-acquisition and post-acquisition imaging parameters [7].
The Commission of the European Communities (CEC) [8] has published guidelines on adult
radiographic imaging which includes the chest x-ray (CXR) examination. These guidelines
provide information on the selection of optimal acquisition parameters, but it was designed only
for standard sized patients and currently there are a lack of formal guidelines or recommendations
available for undertaking CXRs on overweight or obese patients, even though research on
overweight obese patients has since occurred (e.g. Moore et al [9]). A further limitation of the
CEC guidelines is that they were developed in an era of analogue film/screen systems.
Various studies [10–12] have evaluated IQ and radiation dose between hospitals. However, they
have limitations. For example, they were carried out using physical phantoms with uniform
backgrounds; consequently they have been criticised in the literature for not considering the effect
of the anatomical noise arising from overlying human anatomy [13]. Whilst not a limitation in
itself, the studies were carried out for only averaged size patients and larger size patients were not
considered. Consequently, two questions remain unanswered in the literature: for CXR, 1) do
routine imaging protocols for larger size patients differ from those of average size patients? 2) do
IQ and radiation dose values differ between average and larger size patients when using routine
imaging protocols?
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the influence of phantom size, represented by additional
fat thickness, on CXR IQ and radiation dose in eight United Kingdom (UK) hospitals. Evaluations
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utilised an anthropomorphic phantom, routine clinical protocols and digital radiography (DR) and
computed radiography (CR) imaging systems. To our knowledge, this is the first study that has
sought to investigate the influence of patient size on IQ and radiation when using routine imaging
protocols for adult CXR examinations.

2. Method
This prospective phantom study was conducted using seventeen diagnostic x-ray machines situated
in eight UK hospitals. Quality control tests, based on the Institute of Physics and Engineering in
Medicine (IPEM) report 91 [14] were conducted on the x-ray machines and they included an
assessment of radiation dose output variation with tube voltage (kV), tube current (mA), and time,
and the overall reproducibility. The results indicated that the machines were fit for routine clinical
use with data falling within expected tolerances.
2.1. Phantom
The Lungman adult chest phantom (Kyoto Kagaku, Japan) is a multipurpose anthropomorphic
chest phantom (Fig. 1). It has a dimensional structure that permits the simulation of posteroanterior (PA) and lateral chest features. It provides an anatomical model of a torso with soft tissue
substitute materials and artificial bones of absorption ratios extremely close to human tissue. It has
a removable mediastinum and a pulmonary vessel structure [15]. It has a chest girth of 94.0 cm,
with dimensions of 43.0 cm (w) x 40.0 cm (d) x 48.0 cm (h), its weight is approximately 18.0 Kg
[16]. Anterior and posterior chest plates (each 6 cm thick, representing human adipose tissue) can
be added to the Lungman phantom to simulate a larger body size (Fig. 1a) [16].
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Fig. 1. The multipurpose anthropomorphic chest phantom “Lungman” (Kyoto Kagaku Co., Japan).
(a) The phantom with the chest plates to simulate a larger size patient. (b) The experimental set
up of the Lungman phantom experiment, positioned for PA chest radiographic examination.
2.2. Image acquisition
The Lungman phantom, with and without chest plates, was used to simulate the chest region for
average and larger size adult patients. First, the phantom without the chest plates was utilised to
acquire CXR images using the x-ray machines and their local routine imaging protocols (Table 1)
. Local protocols were defined as the default acquisition parameters routinely used on each x-ray
unit. The phantom was positioned at the centre of primary radiation field and the x-ray beam was
collimated to include all essential anatomical detail; relative position of phantom and collimated
field remained constant throughout the experiment. Further image acquisitions, using Lungman
together with the chest plates, were undertaken to simulate a larger size patient. Image acquisitions
were again obtained using local protocols (Table 1). Phantom images were coded and collected
from the x-ray machines in DICOM format.
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Table 1. A summary of x-ray machine types and routine imaging protocols used for standard and larger size phantom.
H1

X2

X
type

X
manufacturer

D3
type

D
manufacturer

1

1

Static

Philips

IDR4

Philips

2

1

Mobile

Carestream

IDR

Carestream

2

Static

Siemens

IDR

Grid
(S/L)

Siemens

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

0.1 Cu

125/125

0.0

1.2/2.4

100.0

Carestream

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

No

125/125

0.0

1.4/3.8

166.6

3

Static

Carestream

DDR

4

Static

Samsung

IDR

Samsung

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

No

125/130

4.0

2.4/5.2

116.6

1

Static

Siemens

IDR

Siemens

Manual/Manual

No/No

0.2 Cu

96/96

0.0

1.6/2.0

25.0

2

Static

Siemens

IDR

Siemens

Manual/Manual

No/No

0.2 Cu

96/96

0.0

1.6/2.0

25.0

3

Static

Siemens

IDR

Siemens

Manual/Manual

No/No

0.2 Cu

96/96

0.0

1.6/2.2

37.5

4

Static

Siemens

IDR

Siemens

Manual/Manual

No/No

0.2 Cu

96/96

0.0

1.6/2.0

25.0

5

Static

Siemens

IDR

Siemens

Manual/Manual

No/No

0.2 Cu

96/96

0.0

1.6/2.0

25.0

1

Static

Philips

DDR

Philips

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

125/125

0.0

1.4/4.1

195.0

2

Static

Philips

CR6

Carestream

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

1.0 Al +0.1
Cu
No

125/125

0.0

2.8/7.3

161.4

5

1

Static

Siemens

CR

Carestream

Manual/AEC

No/Yes

No

85/96

12.9

2.8/6.0

117.1

6

1

Static

Philips

DDR

Philips

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

No

125/125

0.0

1.4/4.1

192.8

2

Static

Philips

DDR

Philips

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

No

125/125

0.0

1.1/3.3

200.0

7

1

Static

Carestream

DDR

Carestream

AEC/AEC

Yes/Yes

No

125/125

0.0

0.8/2.5

212.5

8

1

Static

Siemens

CR

Carestream

Manual/Manual

No/No

No

113/121

7.0

2.0/3.2

60.0

3

4

1

5

Additional
kVp10
KVp
mAs11
mAs
filtration
(S/L)
increase (S/L) Increase
(mm)(S=L)
(%)
(%)
Yes/Yes 0.1 Cu +1.0 125/125
0.0
0.9/2.6
172.1
Al
Manual/Manual Yes/Yes
No
110/120
9.1
2.8/4.0
42.8
Exposure
control
(S7/L8)
AEC/AEC9

2

3

4

5

6

H: Hospital; X: x-ray machine; D: detector; IDR: indirect digital radiography; DDR: direct digital radiography; CR: computed
radiography ;7S: standard size phantom; 8L: larger size phantom; 9AEC: automated exposure control; 10kVp: kilovoltage peak; 11mAs:
milliampere second.
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2.3. Image quality evaluation
Ethical approval for the visual IQ evaluations was granted from the University of Salford
(HSR1617-76). IQ for 17 images from each of the standard and larger size phantom previously
acquired from the different x-ray machines (34 images in total) were assessed visually by six
qualified diagnostic radiographers with clinical experience ranging from 5 to 18 years. This
included relative visual grading analysis (VGA) and, separately, 2 alternative forced choice
(2AFC).
For relative VGA a 3 point Likert scale (worse , equal , better) was used along with bespoke
computer software to display images and capture observer IQ responses [17]. IQ scoring criteria
were based on the CEC [8] and a further published study [18]; these are presented in Table 2.
These criteria focused on how well an image demonstrates anatomical structures. However,
pathology identification or the decision whether the image quality is adequate for diagnosis were
not considered.
For relative VGA, images were presented to observers on two computer monitors, on the left
monitor there was a fixed reference image and on the right monitor the experimental images were
displayed in a random order. Monitor characteristics are as follows, 5 mega-pixel DOME E5
(NDSsi, Santa Rosa, CA; 2048 by 2560 pixels) calibrated to the DICOM Grey Scale Display
Function (GSDF) Standard [17]. The reference image was chosen by consensus opinion of two
experienced clinicians who interpret images as part of their normal clinical routine. The reference
image had ‘average’ quality in comparison with the other images; this was to ensure that all of the
three points on the Likert scale were utilised in the relative VGA assessments [18,19]. Observers
were not permitted to manipulate windowing and magnification of the image. This was to ensure
that any changes in IQ were determined by the quality of the image itself and not because of image
manipulation / post-processing. The ambient room lighting was <8 lux. The overall relative VGA
IQ score for each image was calculated by adding the scores from all of the six IQ criteria (Table
2). The final IQ score for each image was determined by taking the average IQ score from the six
observers [20]. Along with average values, standard deviation (SD) values were also determined.
For investigating the influence of phantom thickness (represented by the chest plates) on IQ, a
2AFC method was used. This involved viewing two images from the Lungman phantom, one with
and one without chest plates, both acquired from the same x-ray machine and presented in an
6

anonymised fashion on the two monitors. Both images, with and without chest plates, had been
acquired using the routine imaging protocols for each machine. For the paired images, observers
were asked to rate each image on a binary scale, as follows: 1, which image which has the better
IQ (compared with the other image); 0, for the image that has lower IQ. The observers were asked
to consider the criteria in Table 2 when reaching their decision.

Table 2. Six image criteria that were utilised for IQ assessments using a relative VGA method
[8,18].
Item
1

Criteria
Demonstration of the vascular pattern in the whole lung, particularly
the peripheral vessels.

l2

Visually sharp demonstration of the trachea and proximal bronchi.

3

Visually sharp demonstration of the borders of the heart and aorta.

4

Visually sharp demonstration of the diaphragm and lateral
costo-phrenic angles.

5

Visualisation of the retrocardiac lung and the mediastinum.

6

Visualisation of the spine through the heart shadow.

2.4. Dosimetry
A solid-state dosimeter (RaySafe X2, Unfors Ray Safe AB, Billdal, Sweden) was used to measure
the incident air kerma (IAK) at the surface of the phantom at the point of entry of the x-ray beam
central ray (Fig. 1b). The dosimeter has a reported accuracy of ±5% compared to the calibrated
values and QC results fell within manufacturer tolerances. Exposure was repeated three times and
the average value calculated to reduce random error. This approach was only utilised for manual
exposure control; for exposures using automated exposure control (AEC) a simple extrapolation
technique was used to estimate IAK. The latter was based on the estimation the IAK values from
the post-exposure milliampere second (mAs) recorded at the point of acquisition. IAK values
which corresponded to their respective mAs values were recorded using the solid-state dosimeter.
From the graphical representation of IAK versus mAs, a best fit line and resultant regression
equation (equation (1)) were generated to provide a method for estimating the IAK from post-
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exposure mAs values obtained from the phantom but without the presence of the solid-state
dosimeter.
𝑌 = 𝐵𝑋

(1)

Where: X: represents the applied value of mAs; Y: represents the resulting value of IAK; B
represents the gradient and means that for every increase of 1 mAs (X), the IAK value (Y) will
increase by the value of B. B values are different for each x-ray machine used and are illustrated
in Table 3.
Table 3. The gradient (B) values used in equation (1) for calculating IAK from the mAs values
across the x-ray machines that used AEC.
x-ray machine code

Slope (B) value

H1X1
H2X2

86.3
85.3

H2X3
H2X4

126.0
129.8

H4X1

107.9

H4X2
H5X1
H6X1

119.8
125.0
148.6

H6X2

143.9

H7X1

126.6
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2.5. Data analysis
SPSS software version 22.0 (IBM Inc, Armonk, New York, US) was utilised for data analysis.
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to examine data normality. Tests showed that IAK and IQ for both
the standard and larger size phantoms were normally distributed. Consequently, Pearson’s statistic
was utilised for investigating the degree of correlation between IQ and the corresponding IAK for
both phantom sizes separately. Unpaired t-test was used to test the hypotheses that phantom
thickness has no statistically significant effect on IAK. Results of Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that
the IQ scores resulting from rating a binary scale 0 or 1 by observers is not normal distributed. A
Mann-Whitney test was therefore utilised to test the hypotheses that phantom thickness has no
statistically significant difference on IQ. The interpretation of the strength of the correlation (r)
was conducted based on literature [21,22], in which r=0.10 to 0.29 (small), r=0.30 to 0.49
(medium), and r=0.50 to 1.00 (large). To investigate the inter-observer variability for the IQ
evaluations, an inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was utilised. ICC values less than 0.50
indicate poor reliability, values from 0.50 to 0.75 indicate moderate reliability, values from 0.75
to 0.90 indicate good reliability and finally values greater than 0.90 indicates excellent reliability
[23,24].

3. Results
Relative VGA IQ data are presented as a series of bar charts (Fig. 2. and 3). Hospitals and x-ray
machines are coded using two letters and one number: the letter (H) refers to the hospital and the
letter (X) refers to the x-ray machine i.e. Hospital 1, x-ray machine 1 would be H1X1. IAK data
are presented on the graphs as a dashed line against the corresponding IQ values. The error bars
for IQ in Fig. 2. and 3 represent the SDs obtained from visual evaluation by six observers. Table
1 describes the examination techniques and acquisition parameters used for the averaged and larger
size patients, both between and within the hospitals. Fig. 2 and 3 compares the scores for the IQ
against the corresponding IAK values, between and within hospitals, acquired using the standard
and larger size phantoms, respectively. Regarding the standard size phantom, IQ scores between
the hospitals ranged from 12.0 (H8X1) to 21.3 (H2X3) (mean 16.3) with a 56.0% difference.
Within hospital comparisons, the range was lower, from 15.0 (H2X1) to 21.3 (H2X3) (mean 18.1)
with only a 34.8% difference. The 3rd quartile IQ between the hospitals was 17.0. IAK values
9

between the hospitals ranged from 19 (H3X1) to 136 µGy (H4X2) (mean 63µGy) with a 150%
difference. The IAK range within the hospitals was smaller, from 61 (H4X1) to 136µGy (H4X2)
(mean 98µGy) with a 76% difference. The third quartile IAK value between the hospitals was
89µGy.
Pearson’s correlation demonstrated in a moderate positive, non-significant, correlation r=0.34
(p=0.17) between IAK and IQ. Good inter-observer IQ agreement was observed (ICC=0.97;
95%CI: 0.61 to 0.91).
In terms of the larger size phantom, relative VGA IQ scores between the hospitals ranged from
14.2 (H8X1) to 23.7 (H2X3) (mean 20.9) with a 50.2% difference. Within the hospitals, the range
was lower from 16.8 (H3X2) to 21.5 (H3X1) (mean 18.6) with a smaller 24.4% difference. The
3rd quartile IQ scores between the hospitals was 23.0. IAK values between the hospitals ranged
from 27 (H3X1) to 384µGy (H4X2) (mean 159 µGy) with a 173% difference. The range of IAK
values within the hospitals was smaller 195 (H4X1) to 384 µGy (H4X2) (mean 290µGy) with a
65% difference. The 3rd quartile IAK values between the hospitals was 213µGy. Pearson’s
correlation demonstrated a larger statistically significant positive correlation between IAK and IQ
(r=0.60; p=0.01). Good inter-observer agreement was also reported for the IQ evaluations,
(ICC=0.87; 95%CI: 0.74 to 0.94). Fig. 4 illustrates the influence of phantom thickness on 2AFC
IQ, both between and within hospitals. The Mann-Whitney test results showed that there was a
statistically significant difference (P=0.001) in IQ between the larger size and standard size
phantom images. Fig. 5 illustrates the influence of phantom thickness on IAK, again both between
and within hospitals. Results from the unpaired t-test demonstrated that there was a significant
difference in IAK between the larger and standard size phantom acquisitions (P=0.002).
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Fig. 2. A comparison of IQ values against IAK for the standard size phantom images. The error
bars in this chart represent the SD in IQ obtained from the visual evaluations. The dashed line
represents the average IAK value that resulted from measuring three repeated radiation exposures.
H=hospital; X=x-ray machine.
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Fig. 3. A comparison of IQ against IAK for the larger size phantom images. The error bars in this
chart represent the SD in IQ obtained from the visual evaluations. The dashed line represents the
average IAK value that resulted from measuring three repeated radiation exposures. H=hospital;
X=x-ray machine.
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Fig. 4. 2AFC IQ evaluation scores on images generated using the standard and larger size
Lungman phantoms. H=hospital; X=x-ray machine.
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Fig. 5. The IAK values from images generated from the standard and larger size Lungman
phantoms. The error bars in this chart represent the SD in IAK obtained from measuring three
repeated radiation exposures. H=hospital; X=x-ray machine.
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4. Discussion
Our findings show that the inclusion of the chest plates has an influence on IQ and IAK. For IQ
(Fig. 4) the larger sized phantom has a lower IQ compared with that of the standard size phantom
for the majority of the x-ray machines (thirteen x-ray machines); this achieved statistical
significance (P=0.001). This IQ reduction is expected due to the additional soft tissue thickness
which leads to an increase in the attenuation of the incident x-ray beam along with the production
of additional scatter [4].
Another possible reason for the lower IQ obtained from the larger size phantom might be attributed
to the majority of hospitals using relatively similar protocols (except mAs values) for both the
standard and larger size phantom/patients; this is surprising because no adaptation was being made
to their routine imaging protocols as can be seen from Table 1. Using a standard size PA chest
protocol for a larger size patient could be lead to insufficient exposure reaching the image detector
and result a suboptimal IQ which might have a negative influence on pathology identification. This
is especially true when the examination is undertaken using manual exposure control compared
with AEC [25].
Regarding the nine x-ray machines that utilised AEC (Table 1), all these x-ray machines used
exactly the same protocols and acquisition parameters (except mAs values) for both the standard
and larger size phantoms. The percentage increase in mAs, when the larger size phantom was
imaged compared to the standard size, varied from 100.0% to 212.5 % (Table 1). The kVp values
were the same for both standard and larger size phantoms except only one x-ray machine (H2X4)
that changed the kVp; here kVp was increased from 125.00 for standard size phantom to 130.0 for
the larger size phantom. With respect to the eight x-ray machines that used manual exposure
control (Table 1), the percentage increase in mAs, when moving from imaging the standard size
phantom to the larger size phantom, ranged from 25.0% to 60.0%, while the kVp values ranged
from 0.0% to 9.0% (Table 1). X-ray machine H5X1 used AEC and anti-scatter grid with the larger
size phantom instead of manual exposure control without anti-scatter grid for imaging the standard
size phantom; this resulted in 12.9% and 117.1% increase in kVp and mAs for the larger size
phantom, respectively (Table 1). From Fig. 4, two x-ray machines (H6X1 and H6X2) had better
IQ for the images obtained from the phantom with chest plates compared with that of the standard
size phantom; however, these images were associated with higher IAK (216% and 224%
percentage increase, H6X1 and H6X2, respectively). This could be due to the high mAs values
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recorded from the AEC with the larger size phantom compared with that of the standard size
phantom -192.8% and 200.0 % increase for x-ray machines H6X1 and H6X2, respectively (Table
1). The high mAs values associated with the larger size phantom led to improved IQ. It has been
demonstrated from the literature that there is a direct relationship between mAs and the IQ [26–
28]. Two x-ray machines H2X1 and H2X2 (Fig. 4) were found to have a similar IQ for the standard
and larger size phantom images. For H2X1, this system used manual exposure control during
imaging of both the standard and larger size phantom; the percentage increase for kVp and mAs
for standard size to the larger size phantom were 9.1% and 42.8%, respectively (Table 1).
The combined radiation dose values of H2X1 for the standard size and larger size phantoms were
99µGy and 158µGy with a 59% percentage increase. This might be related to the mAs value
recorded by the AEC when imaging the larger size phantom; 2.4 mAs compared with 1.2 mAs.
This constitutes a 100.0% increase (Table 1).
From our results, utilising the AEC was not always helpful in obtaining satisfactory IQ when the
larger size phantom was used.
More research is needed to investigate how different acquisition parameters can influence IQ when
larger size patients are imaged. Several studies have sought to establish strategies for achieving
dose optimisation in adult CXR [29–31]. All of these focused on average sized patients did not
consider optimisation for overweight and obese patients. Only a limited number of phantom
studies have been conducted to investigate the impact of acquisition parameters on IQ and
radiation dose for the larger body size patients in CXR [9,32]; however, these studies investigated
the influence of only some parameters and did not cover all the acquisition parameters.
Regarding radiation dose, our results (Fig. 5) demonstrate that the additional fat thickness increases
the radiation dose by 151 % compared with that of the standard phantom size across all of the xray machines with a statistical significant difference (P=0.002). Comparable results regarding the
influence of additional fat thickness on radiation dose were reported in study by Otto et al. [32]
and study be Perez et al. [33]. In our study, the larger size phantom was observed to have both
higher IAK and lower IQ compared with that of the standard size phantom. Interestingly, the higher
IAK received by the larger size phantom did not considerably improve IQ in most of the x-ray
machines compared with standard size phantom and this emphasise that the protocols used for
larger size phantom need further optimisation.
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Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate a wide variation in IQ and radiation dose for both standard size and larger
size phantoms, between and within hospitals. This might be attributed to the high variability of the
technical characteristics of image detector types (CR, DDR and IDR systems) and X-ray
generators used between and within hospitals (Table 1). Several studies concluded that the DR
systems can produce images with higher image quality compared with that obtained from CR
systems, under similar dose levels [33,34] and this can be attributed to DR having a higher
detective quantum efficiency (DQE) when compared with CR [35,36]. It is accepted that CR
systems need more radiation, when compared with DR, to obtain a similar IQ and literature has
reported that DR systems are significantly better than CR in dose minimisation, with possible dose
decreases of up to 75% reported in comparison with the CR [34,37,38].
Furthermore, there was a considerable variation in technique and acquisition parameters such as
mAs, kVp , additional filtration and anti-scatter radiation grid utilised for the same examination,
between and within hospitals (Table 1); all of these have a direct influence on IQ and radiation
dose [27,34,35]. In addition, the variability in IQ and radiation dose among x-ray machines could
also be attributed to the x-ray machine age since the ageing of the equipment can influence
radiation output and consequently IQ.
The clinical effects of the observed variations in IQ for both standard and larger phantom sizes
between and within hospitals and also the IQ variations resulted from the influence of phantom
size in this study, should be taken into account in future work to help increasing the pathology
detectability performance. These variations in IQ could impact on the detection of subtle pathology
in clinical practice. Further study is needed to determine how these variations in IQ can affect
pathology detection. If the detected differences in IQ described in this study have no negative
influence on the diagnostic accuracy of pathology, then more reduction of the radiation dose can
be reached.
Our study has some limitations. IQ evaluation was based on the visibility of the anatomical
structures only and not did include the identification of pathology. Future work should include
pathology identification /diagnostic performance with utilising a flexible continuous scale during
image scoring instead of Liker scale (ordinal scores). Our study was carried out using a limited
number of x-ray machines and it should be extended to include a larger sample of hospitals and xray machines. It must be acknowledged that utilising a phantom to obtain the images raises some
17

issues since they are limited by lack of movement and anatomical variation, which would be
apparant in a patient population. Furthermore, the chest plates added to the Lungman phantom
only simulates subcutaneous fat; visceral fat therefeore needs thought in future work.
5. Conclusion
The findings of our study demonstrate that CXR for the larger size phantom has lower IQ compared
with that of the standard size phantom, for the majority of the x-ray units between and within the
participating hospitals. The IAK was found to be higher for the larger size phantom and double
that of the standard size phantom, for all the x-ray units between and within the participating
hospitals. Our data suggests that when using routine clinical CXR protocols for larger patients, IQ
may be compromised (possibly resulting in reduced pathology detection) and radiation dose will
be increased. Routine protocols may therefore require optimisation for this subcategory of patients.
With the growing obesity and overweight rates, it is particularly important to establish imaging
protocols designed for this category of patients.
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